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Introduction 

Welcome to your Siphon Networks technical support service, Respond. 

This document is your guide to the Siphon Technical Assistance Centre, how to access it and use the tools at your 
disposal, the processes used within the TAC, how we work and how to make the most of our services. Also included are 
details of the escalation path to the Siphon management team if you ever feel that your case is not receiving the 
attention it deserves. 

Siphon's TAC team is not just here for when you have a problem - our team of highly trained, experienced and vendor-
certified engineers are here to help provide advice and assistance with upgrades, expansions, major events and new 
products. 

Although this document describes our standard processes and procedures, you should read this in conjunction with 
your contract and your order to determine the options you purchased. Please note that any SLAs agreed in your contract 
replace the SLAs included in this document. 

We hope you will find this guide useful and informative. Should you have any suggestions or questions please feel free 
to contact us. 

Jeff Bevins, 
Head of Support 
Siphon Networks 
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Service Definition 
Siphon Networks provides a range of services supporting over 70 service providers across northern Europe ensuring 
that millions of end users receive the services they need. Respond is Siphon's basic technical support service. If you 
have purchased additional services (see below) those services will have their own service description documents. 

Respond 

Siphon provides technical support for a range of products both in the core of the network and at the edge or customer 
premise. All of the engineers on Siphon's team are fully certified across the entire range of products and have significant 
experience in supporting live customer environments. For every incident, Siphon's priorities are: 

1. To restore service 

2. To collect information to allow the vendor to diagnose and resolve the fault where necessary 

These priorities have been carefully chosen and are followed on every incident raised with Siphon. These priorities were 
set specifically in this order in the knowledge that at times, restoring service will destroy information that could be used 
to diagnose the fault further. However, your business and often your customers' businesses depend on the availability 
of your service. Siphon understands that fact and our engineers will always work to restore service first. If, for any 
reason, you want those priorities changed you should notify the engineer dealing with your case as soon as you can. 

Siphon's Respond service operates on the principle that the goal with every case is to help you resolve the problem 
yourself. Siphon knows that your engineers need the know-how and expertise to operate the service in an efficient 
manner and so we will, at every step, ensure that any action we recommend to you is explained thoroughly so that your 
engineers learn how to resolve this problem should it ever occur again. As a result, only in extreme cases will Siphon 
engineers make changes or take diagnostic information directly from a customer system, preferring instead to teach 
your engineers how to do that themselves. 

Siphon Respond also deals with questions on the use of features; clarification of documentation and Best Current 
Practices; practical advice on operating your platform and the initial stages of collecting feature requests on products 
you have purchased. If in doubt, feel free to raise a case with the TAC and if necessary they will direct you to the most 
appropriate location for your enquiry. 

Siphon Respond operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for all critical cases - non-critical cases are handled during UK 
business hours. 

Demarcation 

Siphon Respond provides a replacement for standard vendor support but does so on a cross-vendor basis so that not 
only do you benefit from the additional real-world service provider knowledge and experience of our engineers, but you 
also benefit from having a single support contact for all of your issues, removing the painful incidents of support tennis 
between vendors. 

Respond is designed to help your engineers fix your issues. This is ideal where your team is well-staffed and able to use 
Siphon's TAC team fully to ensure that they gain the most knowledge from each case, enabling your engineers to fix 
problems faster by better understanding the platform and how to debug it. In critical cases, Siphon's TAC may work 
directly on your system for expediency, but in normal day-to-day operation Siphon's engineers will not work directly on 
your systems. If you need additional resource to diagnose and resolve issues or perform everyday tasks, please see the 
section on Beyond Respond later on in this welcome pack. 
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Service Level Agreements 
Respond is provided with a default level of service for all problems, incidents and questions. Our response times are 
based primarily on the severity of the incident which you raise with us. Our severity classifications are indicated below. 

The Severity of the incident is the technical measure of the impact of the incident on your service. Since this is difficult 
for us to determine without information from you, it is helpful if you can ascertain whether this incident affects all or 
only a portion of the users on your platform; whether the impact is service affecting; whether a temporary workaround 
exists etc. All of this information is used by our TAC team to evaluate the severity of the incident. Our severity levels are 
based around the TL9000 incident categorisations: 

Severity Description 

Critical Problems that severely affect call processing service, traffic, or billing, and require immediate corrective 
action (24x7). 

 A total or partial outage. Call processing is down for a large group of users (>10% of users) 

 Mission critical operations are severely impacted 

 Emergency calls (911/112/999) are not reliably working 

 There is no reasonable workaround 

 

Major Urgent problems that significantly affect system operation, maintenance, backup, provisioning, 
administration, and require fast attention. 

 There are call processing issues with a small group of users (<10% of users) 

 System performance is degraded, but still able to handle load 

 Loss of any administrative, maintenance, or diagnostic capability 

 There is no reasonable workaround 

 

Minor Problems that do not significantly impair the functioning of the system and do not significantly affect 
service to customers. 

 Problem is not service affecting or has little impairment of the function of the system 

 There is a reasonable workaround 

 The issue is only affecting a new provisioning action and not affecting existing users. 

 

Informational You need to inform us of an activity, need advice, or need some general information. 

 Inform Siphon of a upgrade or maintenance activities 

 Configuration questions, usability issue, documentation suggestion 

 There is an easy workaround or no workaround is required 
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In addition to the severity, you can also indicate a business priority for an incident. Whilst this does not affect our SLAs, 
it allows us to better understand how this incident affects your business from a commercial perspective. For example, 
an issue may have a minor impact, but may for commercial reasons require expedient resolution. 

For critical cases, the only possible priority is Urgent. Note that a Critical case immediately triggers the Major Incident 
response policy. Lab systems by definition cannot trigger a major incident response as they do not impact large numbers 
of customers simultaneously and so you may only raise Major cases or lower on these systems. 

These priorities apply to questions, incidents and problems only - not to feature requests. 

Based on those priorities, the following timescales apply: 

 Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 

Response Time Immediately, in any case 
in less than 15 minutes 

60 minutes 4 business hours 1 business day 

Target service 
restoration time 

Less than 1 hour Less than 4 hours N/A N/A 

Target resolution 
time 

Less than 24 hours Less than 30 days Less than 180 days As needed 

 

Siphon usually exceeds these target times. 
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Escalations 
Siphon also operates an internal management escalation process which provides visibility of certain issues to key 
management personnel within Siphon. Issues are notified to key personnel if they are not resolved within the following 
timescales: 

 Priority 1 Priority 2 Priority 3 Priority 4 

Head of Support 2 Hours 48 Hours 72 Hours 20 business days 

Account Manager 2 Hours 48 Hours 72 Hours 20 business days 

Technical Director 8 Hours As required As required As required 

Managing Director 24 hours As required As required As required 

 

Note that feature requests are not handled in the same way since they are, by definition, longer-term requests. Each 
vendor handles feature requests differently and we will try and keep you informed throughout the process. 

If you are not satisfied with the progress of your case, we strongly encourage you to talk with the engineer assigned to 
your case. They will be best placed to explain the process your case is following and any technical detail relevant to the 
case. If you feel that you need to escalate your case to Siphon management after talking with your engineers, the 
following escalation path will provide you with the most appropriate escalation points: 

 

 

Contact details for each of the escalation points are also available: 
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Head of Support 

Name Jeff Bevins 

Email address j.bevins@siphonnetworks.com 

Contact telephone number +44 1633 533112 

Alternate contact telephone number +44 7766 307660 

 

Technical Director 

Name Rob Smith 

Email address r.smith@siphonnetworks.com 

Contact telephone number +44 1633 533101 

Alternate contact telephone number +44 7786 021789 

 

Managing Director 

Name Steve Harris 

Email address s.harris@siphonnetworks.com 

Contact telephone number +44 1633 533104 

Alternate contact telephone number +44 7850 791800 
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Raising a support case 

When you do need our help, there are three ways of requesting assistance: 

 Through the Siphon TAC portal at http://support.siphonnetworks.com 

 By email to support@siphonnetworks.com 

 By phone on 01633533109, Option 2 (or Option 9 out of hours) 

o Note in the event the main TAC phone line 01633533109 is not reachable contact 01202653328 

Please note that all issues must be raised as tickets even if you're calling to raise a critical issue. You can raise a ticket 
either by emailing us or through the web portal. 

 Open a ticket on our web portal 

Our engineers will always request that you open a ticket if you have not done so already. All of our support work is 
tracked through our ticketing system to ensure that we deliver the best possible service to you. We suggest that you 
raise a ticket and if you then need to contact us because your problem is urgent, we will likely be already looking at it 
and you will already have a reference number for the engineer. The ticketing system can handle log files, configuration 
files, screenshots and other attachments and will make them available to any engineer who needs to work on your case. 
The easiest and most reliable method of using our ticketing system is through the web portal - how to use it is described 
below. 

 Use the TAC contact details 

Please don't contact our engineers directly. You'll be asked to add any details you've provided to our engineers to a 
ticket. Any information you email directly to an engineer is not going to be available to the next engineer to look at your 
ticket. Emails to support@siphonnetworks.com will be added to the ticket automatically if responding to a ticket. You 
may, from time to time, notice an email from us with tac@siphonnetworks.com on the CC line. That's OK - that email 
list goes to the engineers but not the ticketing system and is used when we want everyone to be CCed on something. 
Please use the support@siphonnetworks.com address instead - all of our engineers get emailed when you do, just the 
same as if you'd emailed tac@siphonnetworks.com, but by using the Support address you make sure that your 
comments are kept on the ticket as well. 

 In critical cases, open a ticket first and then follow it with a phone call 

Although our engineers watch the support portal like hawks, you must follow up your ticket with a telephone call to our 
TAC so that we can start working on the problem immediately. Equally, if you're calling to raise a critical case, you must 
have a ticket number. Don't be surprised that whoever answers the phone stays on the phone talking with you if 
necessary - other engineers will be logging into your equipment and gathering information. Once the major incident 
process is in motion, there will be a conference bridge where you can talk to the engineers if you need to. Simply dial 
01633533106 and when asked for your conference bridge number, enter the ticket number of your critical ticket. 

 Escalate if there's a problem with the web portal 

If you have a problem accessing the web portal or receiving updates, contact the Head of Support - his details are in this 
document, in the section on escalation. If we can't talk to you or you can't talk to us, we consider that a significant 
problem and we will want to resolve it ASAP. 

 If you're unhappy, escalate to management 

The final principle is simple. If you're not happy with how we're handling your case, please escalate using the information 
contained in the escalation section. Note that the people you escalate to won't necessarily be able to provide you with 
technical detail. We keep our best technical people where they work best - working on customer equipment, issues and 
projects. Our TAC team also maintain a management watchlist of high visibility issues. Updates of those issues are 
passed regularly to our management team who can allocate additional resources should the issues require them. 
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Raising a case using the web portal 

Along with this document, you'll receive your credentials for the support system. We typically see customers set their 
support portal identities in one of two ways: 

 Individual email addresses By using your own email address we can tell who raised the ticket and the responses 
will come direct to you. If you want your colleagues to be CCed on the ticket, feel free to do so, but unless you do 
updates from the tickets will only come to you. 

 

 Role-based email addresses Some organisations prefer to use a role-based email address. In this case, you'll all 
receive updates but the login details will be shared by everyone who needs to access the support system. 

In both cases, if you log in, you will be able to see all tickets for your organisations. For security reasons, we prefer 
individual accounts, but we're happy to set them up how you want. Please let us know if you need more accounts added, 
we'll be happy to add them. 

To log in to the support portal, go to http://support.siphonnetworks.com and log in with your own details. The first page 
you will see once you log in will be the main portal page: 

 

From the front page you can access your open tickets, raise new tickets, submit product feedback or look at our 
knowledgebase. The Knowledgebase is a particularly useful resource - frequently asked questions or other useful 
information is placed in the knowledgebase so that you have a reference library of useful hints and tips to help keep 
your platform running smoothly. To open a new ticket, simply click the tab at the top. 
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When you create a new ticket, some basic information is required - you'll need to tell us the vendor and product you're 
raising the problem on, the priority and business severity; whether this is a service-affecting issue along with some 
details about the actual problem. What kind of information you need to provide is detailed later on in this document. 
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Once you've added some detail you have an opportunity to attach files to the ticket. Finally, before you submit your 
ticket, you'll notice that the system has tried to search the Knowledgebase for you and find any relevant articles. You 
may find that these articles offer a potential solution for you - don't worry, you can click on the links and this page will 
stay here. If the Knowledgebase article provides a solution then you can stop at this point and fix the problem - if you 
still have questions however, you may want to update your ticket and submit it. 
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Once you have raised the ticket, it will be assigned a ticket number - you should quote this in all correspondence about 
this ticket, especially if you are requesting an escalation. The TAC team will evaluate your request and prioritise it - you 
can see these values on the ticket. 
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In addition to showing you who is working on the ticket, the TAC team will assess the priority and severity based on the 
information you've provided, so it's important to make sure that you include enough information for us to understand 
why this issue is important to you. 

To the top right you'll see a link called "View your tickets" which provides you a list of open and resolved tickets in the 
system: 

 

Once you're happy that your issue has been addressed, you can close your ticket by clicking on the status lozenge. Please 
note that the system will issue reminders if you have tickets awaiting your response, but will, after 2 weeks, close the 
ticket automatically if you have not responded. 
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Once the ticket is resolved, you can optionally provide feedback - the system will prompt you by email if we close the 
ticket for you. We welcome all feedback, good or bad. You can enter additional comments if you'd like. All ratings are 
reviewed weekly by the management team and we may contact you for further information. 

 

The Knowledgebase contains articles to help you run and maintain your platform in an optimal state: 
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Raising a case by email 

The ticketing system will automatically email you notifications and updates regarding your tickets. You can reply to 
those emails or in fact send a new email to support@siphonnetworks.com, however any emails must come from an 
email address associated with an existing support system account, for security reasons. You should receive confirmation 
that your ticket has been submitted, if you have not then your email has been blocked. For this reason, we always 
recommend that you use the web portal to raise cases where possible. 

Raising a case by telephone 

Our engineers are available by telephone for critical incidents. If you contact us out of hours, we will take your details 
and get an engineer to call you back. In all cases where you raise a critical incident you must raise a ticket. 

What information we need 

Our goal is always to resolve your enquiry as quickly and completely as possible. If you can provide us all of the 
information we need to answer your enquiry in the initial request, we can resolve your ticket rapidly. The varied nature 
of the problems and requests we deal with mean that there is no one definitive list of what you need to provide us, but 
we've put some guidance here on what you can put in the ticket to help us help you. However, this initial information 
capturing stage is where valuable time can be easily saved. All items in the primary assessment should be completed in 
order to obtain the most benefit - simple things can make a significant difference to the restoration time. 

A well-defined trouble ticket has: 

 A narrow scope. Each issue should be raised as a separate ticket - this may mean that a ticket is closed and new one 
opened, or we ask you to raise an issue in a different ticket. This helps our engineers focus on the specific issue at 
hand and stops confusing information about multiple incidents from clouding the issue. 

 An example illustrating the problem to help us understand the problem 

 A description of the methodical fault isolation that you have undertaken - again, this helps us pinpoint the specific 
issue by clarifying what is not the problem as much as what is. 
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 A method to duplicate the fault so that we can try it in our lab if possible 

 A comprehensive description of the issue including what you expect to happen and what does actually happen 

 All supporting documentation (logs, relevant configuration, error codes etc.) 

 Who is impacted? Is there a common denominator? 

o All users/platform-wide impact 

o Users on a particular cluster, server, or logical group 

o Users with a specific device (i.e. ATA/phone) 

o Users of particular protocol such as SIP over TCP vs. SIP over UDP 

o Calls that traverse a certain gateway or SBC 

 What is the impact? 

o Call processing/registration 

o Software Client operation 

o User login/access to related services 

o A specific user feature or service 

 When did issue begin/end? 

o Was there any maintenance or network change prior to the issue occurring? 

o Has this operation worked in the past or is this a new implementation? 

o Has the issue ceased or is it ongoing? Is it persistent or intermittent? 

At the initial stage of raising a ticket, theories and hypotheses can cloud the issue, so please report facts in the first 
stage. Feel free to add your own theories later on, but please make sure that you indicate clearly the difference between 
the facts and theories. 

Even if the problem appears widely experienced for all users, a sample covering a single user/occurrence helps engineers 
understand the specific issue and so should be provided with every case. 

For critical issues, the TAC will establish communication lines to you which will allow you to communicate rapidly with 
the engineers, however this is not a replacement for the ticket. Important information should always be added through 
the ticket so that all engineers working on the problem can see it. More information on our process for handling major 
incidents is provided later on. 

Don't forget that it is imperative that our engineers have a known way to access your platform during critical incidents. 
This access should be provided and tested before hand to ensure that it works. This information should be provided 
along with network diagrams and other information describing your environment. 

Once the initial report has been submitted, our engineers will work with you to isolate and characterise the problem as 
part of our secondary assessment. In this phase, we will look to: 

 Move from discovery to resolution 

o High level analysis 

 Concentrate on a specific user reporting the issue - a "friendly" end user who is willing to work 
with our TAC via your engineers can be a significant benefit 
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 Attempt to reproduce the issue 

 Contrast successful vs. failed examples 

o Fault isolation 

 Analyse the fault area of the example 

 Work with you to try to reproduce the fault in your lab 

o In-depth analysis 

 Identify a protocol level fault 

 Locate an error in your configuration 

 Discover a bug in a vendor's software 
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Major incidents 
Siphon has a specific and well-defined process for dealing with major incidents that has been developed over years of 
handling service affecting incidents in live customer environments. 

Introduction 

This policy is written to provide guidance to stakeholders on appropriate actions and procedures when Siphon is dealing 
with a Major Incident (MI). Although specific workflows, tasks and documents are provided, throughout the duration of 
any MI the incident manager is expected to use his or her judgement and experience to ensure that the primary goals 
are achieved. 

Definition 

An MI for Siphon is defined as: 

An event affecting a customer system or network which results in: 

 A complete or significant interruption to call processing, traffic or billing services on a production network 

 An inability to monitor the service such that an interruption to the service could occur without the knowledge of 
the service provider 

 Emergency calls are not reliably working 

 Significantly affects revenue generation 

 A non-compliance of regulatory or safety standards 

 No workaround is available, or the workaround is incurring significant cost to the customer 

MIs can also be declared where: 

 A civil unrest or civil emergency situation exists and a provider reasonably believes that they may require immediate 
assistance to maintain the correct operation of their platform through an overload 

 A security incident which has or could cause a release of protected information 

 An incident which could cause significant damage to a customer's business due to adverse press coverage 

 An incident requires so many resources to address that it threatens to overwhelm the resources available within 
Siphon 

Principles 
The principle purpose for identifying MIs is twofold. The initial goal is simple and time-critical: 

 To restore service to normal operation as quickly and efficiently as possible 

The second goal is urgent and just as important, but not time-critical: 

 To provide a thorough investigation of the incident and to identify the causes or causal factors that led to the 
incident occurring, with a view to advising on corrective action that prevents the situation from occurring again 

It is an unfortunate fact that the two goals can often be in direct contradiction to each other - that is, that a speedy and 
efficient restoration of service often involves processes that lose data that is valuable to understanding why the incident 
occurred and, by implication, how to prevent the incident occurring in the future. Wherever possible, the decision on 
which is the highest priority should be made by the service provider, but in the absence of service provider input, the 
overriding goal must always be assumed to be the restoration of service. 
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Process 

The MI process is broken down into three parts: 

 

There are a number of avenues for information to reach the engineer that could cause the declaration of an MI - for 
example, by customer report (ticket) or by monitoring alarm (monitoring system). In any case, the initial procedure is 
simple and identical for almost all cases: 
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During the major incident process communication is key. For this reason, Siphon will create a conference bridge for 
every major incident ticket with the bridge number of the ticket itself. You can reach this by dialling +44 1633 533106, 
followed by your ticket number. In this way should it be necessary to conference in a number of people, the bridge 
details are already propagated to the key stakeholders. Note that engineers will not dial into the bridge unless requested 
by default. 

At the end of any major incident, you will be provided with an MI report which details the incident, what actions were 
taken, what the root cause of the event was and what remedial action or monitoring changes we recommend. We 
encourage you to use this internally and with other third parties to ensure that any remedial work is carried out so that 
you can avoid the incident reoccurring. 
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Remote Access 
This section details the IP addresses from which Siphon Networks and our Vendor partners will use to access deployed 
systems for support services. Customers must ensure these IP addresses (i.e. Siphon and relevant Vendor) and the 
required ports can be used to remotely access deployed systems. 

To provide the necessary support Siphon Networks requires SSH, web and remote console (where applicable) access to 
all deployed systems. Please contact Support via Email (support@siphonnetworks.com) if assistance is required to 
enable this. 

Siphon / Vendor Source IP 
Address(es) 

Ports 

Siphon Networks 77.75.110.0/27 
77.75.110.32/28 
77.75.108.8/29 

22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 

Additional ports required for customers with BroadWorks platforms 
deployed: 
2220/TCP (BCCT) 
2206/TCP (CAP) 
2208/TCP (OCS) 
1099/TCP (EMS Applet) 
36001/TCP (RMI) 
36002/TCP (RMI)  

Additional ports required for customers with Zylinc platforms deployed: 
8080/TCP (Alternative HTTP) 
3389/TCP (RDP) 
A VPN connection is recommended for customers with Zylinc platforms 

Oracle - Acme 
Packet 

216.41.24.2 
216.41.24.3 
212.31.195.188 
213.9.174.170 
62.220.31.130 
144.24.6.0/23 
141.146.232.0/21 
 

22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 

BroadSoft 199.19.192.4 
208.48.227.7 
206.132.246.2 
80.76.192.189 
59.167.137.49 

22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 
2220/TCP (BCCT) 
2206/TCP (CAP) 
2208/TCP (OCS) 
1099/TCP (EMS Applet) 
36001/TCP (RMI) 
36002/TCP (RMI) 

Leonid Systems 98.129.68.197 
98.129.76.226 
206.248.190.59 

22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 

Comdasys 62.245.147.74 22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 
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Orecx 74.207.233.218 22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 

Zylinc 78.111.169.96/27 22/TCP (SSH) 
80/TCP (HTTP) 
443/TCP (HTTPS) 
8080/TCP (Alternative HTTP) 
3389/TCP (RDP) 

A VPN connection is recommended for customers with Zylinc platforms 

 

Beyond Respond 

If you need more assistance than Siphon offers as part of the technical support contract, Siphon also offers a range of 
other services. All of Siphon's professional service offerings blend easily in with our standard support packages 
creating a continuous service offering from basic queries up to advanced proactive monitoring and issue resolution 
ensuring that your network is providing the service level that you are committed to delivering. 

 Siphon Assure Extended Support - provides an overlay engineering function as an extension to a Service 
Provider technical support and operational teams providing Tier 2 technical support. 

 Siphon Assure Monitoring – provides operationally efficient and cost efficient outsourced monitoring and 
maintenance services. 

 Siphon Time Bank - is a services bundle which provides remote and on-site engineering services to complete 
tasks such as configuration updates, software upgrades, and network / system configuration audits. 

 Siphon Operational Training – provides Service Providers with focused engineering led training to technical 
staff, such that the can ascertain the key information necessary to run the platform. 

Siphon Assure 

Siphon Assure is a pack of services available for customers to purchase on an ongoing basis that lets customer 
leverage the considerable skills and experience available in the Siphon technical teams. Every Assure customer has 
different needs and although there are standard packages available, each of the packages has options that you can 
customise to suit your needs. Siphon Assure Extended Support   provides an overlay engineering function as an 
extension to technical support and operational teams extending the reach of the Siphon support team further into an 
ITSP organisation by providing Tier 2 technical support to their front line engineers. Siphon Assure Monitoring offers a 
series of packages to provide operationally efficient and cost efficient outsourced monitoring and maintenance 
services. This results in a significant reduction in the burden placed on an ITSP's engineering staff.  

For more information on Siphon Assure, ask your Account Manager. 

Siphon Operational Training  

Vendor training courses are always the definitive source of information and knowledge for the products that Siphon 
provide. Where you cannot schedule the official vendor training before the platform is deployed either due to course 
availability or project timescales, Siphon can provide as part of the deployment one of a series of training course 
designed to give technical staff the key information necessary to run the platform. The courses are specifically 
designed to be informal and targeted at VoIP professionals who have responsibility for immediately maintaining and 
running the deployed platform. The courses are all designed around five key questions identified by Siphon as 
knowledge that your technical staff need immediately: 

 How does it work? (product information) 

 How does it break? (common failure scenarios, what to expect) 

 How do I know it's broken? (detecting failure, logging, monitoring) 
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 How do I fix it? (problem resolution, common recovery techniques) 

 What to do if I can't fix it? (support contacts, information required to diagnose issues) 

Each course takes key information from vendor training and documentation, augmented by Siphon's skills and 
experience in operating platforms and presents it in a structured but informal setting allowing your technical staff to 
get the information they need to run the platform whilst they're waiting for the vendor training. 

The courses are designed to be modular so that specific courses can be built from each vendor module to provide a 
single complete training package for the entire solution. 

In addition to Siphon Operational Training courses, Siphon has provided customers a variety of custom designed 
training courses on both generic technologies as well as specific products and are available at a range of levels, from 
educating your experienced engineers down to providing the basic information necessary for your resellers to use 
your service. 

For more information on Siphon Operational Training, ask your Account Manager. 

Siphon Time Bank  

Siphon Time Bank is a services bundle which has been specifically designed for ITSPs to provide remote and on-site 
engineering services. It provides a number of engineering days across a 12 month period which can be requested 
when needed to complete agreed work tasks across platforms within the Siphon product portfolio. This provides ITSPs 
with the capability to leverage the skilled Siphon engineering team as an extension to their own engineering teams to 
complete tasks such as configuration updates, software upgrades, and network / system configuration audits. 

For more information on Siphon Time Bank, ask your Account Manager. 
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